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Strategic Plan of Itaka-Escolapios, 2011-2015 

Mission 

Participate in the construction of a more just society through education and evangelization, especially of children and youth more 

vulnerable, being a piarist platform of shared mission institutional between demarcations and fraternities of the Pious Schools. 

 

Vision 

Be the reference organization for the piarist environment, socially recognized for its work, which contributes significantly to the 

strengthening and mission of the Pious Schools. 

 

Strategic lines 

I. Grow in number and involvement of persons who participate in various forms in Itaka Escolapios and its projects. 

 
1. Move forward in the external communication policy to be more reference in our environment and society in general, availing ourselves of a communication 

plan that would include, among other elements an impetus to the publications and the improvement in the use of new technologies.  

2. Achieve greater visibility of Itaka Escolapios in schools and other piarist Works of the demarcation in which we are present  

3. To develop volunteering as a mark of identity of Itaka-Escolapios, increasing the involvement and the diversity of offers and offering personal accompani-

ment and formation in function of the profile of each volunteer, taking care of his identification, engagement, participation, permanence and co-

responsibility. 

4. Increase the number of partners/ collaborators, offering also new forms of economic cooperation with con Itaka-Escolapios. 

5. Grow in the identification of peoples contracted in our projects, promoting the co-responsibility, participation and availability beyond the specific project. 

 

II. Extend the scope and quality of our projects, to advance in their sustainability and to start initiatives which answer the detected 
needs, strengthening the efficient, transparent and participative management.  
 

6. Keep on advancing in the common point of identity of our works and projects, especially of the centers of pastoral with young people.  

7. Extend the works, programs and projects of Itaka-Escolapios, assuming those already being developed or initiating others in order to answer to the de-

mands of our environment.  

8. Impel the continues progress of our projects through planning, evaluation and management by processes, as well as the strengthening of transversal 

elements as formation, volunteering or gender. 

9. Develop a politic of formation according to the growth and the challenges of our entity, which includes all the implied persons and in a special way those 

who assume functions of leadership. 

10. Diversify the sources of public and private financing in each one of the offices and countries in which we act.  

11. Achieve the economical independence  of those works, programs and projects that, for their own characteristics or type of beneficiaries, could be support-

ed themselves, as well as to give steps in this line in the rest.  

12. Advance in the management, answering appropriately to the juridical, economic and organizational implications of our international implantation.  

13. Advance in the multilingual character of our projects as a sign of quality and of social response of the same ones, in accordance with the local reality and 

the needs for every office. 

 

III. Strengthen Itaka-Escolapios as an organization in network, reinforcing the institutional relation between the demarcations and 
fraternities. 

 
14. Keep updated the agreements signed by Itaka-Escolapios with the demarcations and fraternities. 

15. Advance in policy of internal communication and in the ways of structuring it, in accordance with the current growth and future of our entity.  

16. Initiate an appropriate strategy of information to the demarcations and piarist fraternities that could be interested in sharing mission in Itaka-Escolapios  

17. Grow in identity of Itaka-Escolapios in all the places where it is present and to implement the sense of corresponsibility among all the head offices.  

18. Consolidate the local teams of Itaka-Escolapios and its coordination with those of global sense. 

19. Support locally an effective and sustainable presence in networks and platforms with related targets. 

20. Adapt our organization in order to address the changes in the configuration of the demarcations and fraternities. 

 
 
 



     Headquarters Where? Works, programmes, projects What? Teams How?  

Centres of youth pastoral 

Attention oficines 

Educators schools 

Emaus 
Bilbao, Cordoba, Granada, Pamplona, 
Sevilla, Tafalla, Tolosa, Vitoria 

Aragon 
Logroño, Soria, Zaragoza 

Valencia 
Albacete, Valencia 

Bolivia 
Anzaldo, Cocapata, Cochabamba 
Morocomarca 

Brasil 
Belo Horizonte, Governador Valadares, 
Serra 

Cameroon 
Bafia, Bamenda, Bamendjou, Bandjoun, 
Yaoundé 

Venezuela 
Barquisimeto, Carora, Caracas, Valencia 

India 
Aryanad, Bangalore, Kamda 

Other presences 
Filipines 
Argentina 
Center america and 
D.R 
(Madrid) 

Awareness actions 

Literacy and school support 

Voluntary work and long term sendings 

Cooperation oficines 

Network and alliances with other entities 

Presence in neighbourhoods 

Children's canteens 

Support to schools 

Socio-educational centres 

Hostels,houses for meetings 

Boarding schools 

Homes 
Executive comission 

Announcement 

Training 

Management 

Comunication 

Trust 

Advisory board 

            

Projects 
teams 

Headquarters 
teams 

General 

Local 

Demarcations 

Local 

STRUCTURE 
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